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Learning about the design of drift 
chambers for collider physics



Abe’s simple and powerful 
scaling rules



Storied history of the Mark II
• 1977 - Installed at SPEAR

detailed studies of 
charmonium and charm 
(later, Crystal Ball and Mark III)

• 1979 - Moved to PEP
at beginning of PEP program
(29 GeV; search for top; jets and 
gluons; B mesons…)

• 1982 - Selected to be first detector 
at SLC

• 1985 - Upgraded and returned to 
PEP for testing

• 1987 - Rolled onto the SLC 
beamline

• 1990 – Replaced by SLD



Mark II at SLC 
was a substantial rebuild



Wish list for drift chambers for tracking 
at high energy colliders

• High spatial resolution to precisely measure curvature of high-pt tracks
• Highly segmented to register hits from closely-spaced tracks in the core of high-pt jets
• very low mass to minimize multiple scattering, electron bremsstrahlung, inelastic collisions
• high ionization signal to improve dE/dx measurement
• mechanically stable at the micron level
• stable gas to minimize afterpulsing and false hits
• linear drift region to maintain spatial resolution across cells
• small Lorentz angle to permit large cells azimuthally
• high rate capability – to distinguish between tracks from closely-spaced beam crossings 
• radiation hard to withstand high rate at small radii
• on-detector pipelined electronics
• provide info for triggering
• low power dissipation
• Sufficient  information to perform pattern recognition robustly



The importance of 
pattern recognition

• Finding tracks in the presence of wire inefficiencies, 
hot wires, too few points, etc, was always problematic.

• Track finding failures resulted in missed tracks, 
fake tracks, poorly measured tracks;
severely degrading the ability to extract physics reliably.

• Needed fine segmentation and robust algorithms, 
to reduce the purely technical problem 
of track finding failure to insignificance,

• even in the “extremely jetty” events anticipated at the SLC,
• so that we could concentrate on the more fundamental

problems of single-hit resolution, dE/dx resolution, two-hit 
separation, multiple scattering, etc.



Solution: LOTS of layers, arranged 
in superlayers, with plenty of stereo

6 axial, 6 stereo ( ±3.8º) superlayers
each with 6 sense wires, 30 μm dia. 
72 drift time and dE/dx measurements
36936 wires. 2.3 m long. R = 0.25-1.44 m



Robust track finding



• Local pattern recognition 
at superlayer level, 
including L/R ambiguity

• Each superlayer track 
segment, tangent to helical 
arc from origin, provides 
independent measure of 
curvature  κ,  ϕ0

• Cluster axial segments in 
 κ,  ϕ0 space and stereo 
segments in tan λ, z0
space

• Iterative passes through 
segments and hits to pick 
up short tracks, etc



Stringing 37,000 wires



Rolled in to the SLC beamline



Racks of FASTBUS electronics

96-ch LeCroy FASTBUS multihit TDCs, 16-ch SLAC FASTBUS 100 MHz 6-bit FADCs



Performance of the Mark II DC 

position resolution across the cell
~ 140 – 210 μm

dE/dx resolution ~ 7%

L/R ambiguity resolution
Bfield = 0.45 Tesla
HRS gas: 89% argon, 10% CO2, 1% methane
drift field ~ 900 V/cm
sense wire gain ~ 2 ×104

drift velocity ~ 50 μm/ns



Two-hit separation

FADC
readout

10 mm



The first hadronic Z decay!

An early 3D, interactive event display.
We were exploring our colorful side







Modern drift chambers:
useful, yes, but also 
beautiful things!





On to a greater challenge!



• The power of Abe’s 
scaling rules

• The challenge of 
achieving robust 
pattern recognition in 
really dense and jetty 
events!

• … while minimizing 
material, cost, size…











Now these are jetty events!









τ→ 3π ντ
pτ ~ 50 GeV



Track segment 
clustering

at SLC at SSC



Tracking efficiency

With 8 layers, 
4-out-of-8 clustering,
and small-angle 
stereo strips,

track finding was 
efficient, 
even in the core of 
high-pt jets



Silicon tracker for the SSC



The SDC at the SSC



Aside: Learning from Abe about 
Lorentz Invariant Matrix elements



Lots of folks wanted to learn the 
mysteries; I tried to get it all down



Finally! From the master himself

Addison-Wesley, 2005



And in conclusion…

Thank you, Abe, for some of the richest 
learning experiences, fellowship and fun, 
and some of the best years of my life at the 
Santa Cruz Institute for Particle Physics 
in the 1980’s!












